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Abstract 
Goovaerts, M.J., Path-integral evaluation for the three-dimensional potential yS( r - a), Journal of Computa- 
tional and Applied Mathematics 37 (1991) 113-124. 
The path-integral in three dimensions for the central potential y8(r - a) is considered. It is an example of a 
nontrivial central potential for which the path-integral is evaluated analytically by means of the perturbational 
expansion. It is shown that the results for the energy spectrum and the wave functions completely coincide with 
those deduced in the Schrodinger formalism. 
Keywords: Path-integrals, Feynman integrals. 
1. Introduction 
In the present contribution a straightforward analytical calculation of the entire energy 
spectrum and wave functions of the potential yS( r - a), a > 0, is performed entirely within 
Feynman’s path-integral formalism by means of the summation of a perturbational expansion 
deduced in [6]. The starting point of our calculations is the perturbational expansion for the 
path-integral [2]: 
In [6] the following expansion is obtained: 
Xexp{ik,q -i&r,}, p , 
I 
0.2) 
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where f(k) denotes the Fourier transform of the potential 
and where Z-l{ . . . . p} is the usual notation for the inverse Laplace transform with respect to 
the variable S. 
In a former paper [4] by the same author the Kronig-Penney model was treated within the 
Feynman formalism. The contribution of that paper gave for the first time a complete treatment 
of a periodic potential in the framework of path-integrals. 
For the first time some insight was gained in how a band structure can be obtained in the new 
formulation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. As was mentioned above the present contri- 
bution deals with the potential yS(r - a) for which the Fourier transform reads: 
f(k) = q sin ka. 
In the present case the series development (1.2) then becomes 
K(rp, ro) = n~~(-l)"(4~ya)fl~-1{J~ 1% . . . J* 
(W3 
sin 1 k, - k, 1 a sin Ik,-k,_,Ia 
Ik,-k,I ‘*’ Ikl-k-1 I 
exp{ik,r - ik,r,} 
x (s+;k,2)-++;k,Z)‘P 
(1-4 
(1.5) 
The dependence of K(r,, rO) on q is concentrated in the oscillating factor exp(ik,Q). The 
difficulty in evaluating the integrals appearing in each term of the series development of the 
right-hand side of (1.5) is caused by the integrations over the angular variables. Because n + 1 
integrations over the angular variables have to be performed, we can choose n + 1 times the 
orientation of the three-dimensional space. However n + 2 scalar products appear, consequently 
one of the scalar products has to be expressed by means of 
cos w = cos oi cos w2 + Sin wi sin o2 cos( G2 - +,). 
In order to avoid this kind of trouble, one could consider /dr, k(r,, q). This has been done in 
[3]. In the present contribution however, our aim is the complete evaluation of K(rp, rO). 
2. Evaluation of the path-integral 
In order to be able to evaluate the (n + l)-fold integral over k,, . . . , k,, appearing in the n th 
term of the series development (1.5), the following integral is considered: 
In(k,_l, ‘B) =/a Sin,~~-k~~;;to sz;gk2. 
” 
(2.1) 
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Part of the integrand can be cast into the following form: 
sin 1 k, - k,-, I a = sin a ki + ki_, - 2k,k,-1 cos(k,, kn-,) 
Ikn-kn-,I /k,‘+ k;-l - 2k,k,_, cos(k,, k,_,) 
= a f (21+ l>n(k,a)y,(k,-,a)P,(cos(k,, k-d, 
I=0 
(2.2) 
where use has been made of an addition formula for Bessel functions. As usual y,( .) denotes a 
spherical Bessel function and P[(.) denotes the Legendre polynomial of degree 1. The factor 
exp{ ik,? } can also be expanded in an analogous series development: 
e ikmq= f (21+ l)i’P,(cos(k,, rp))-yl(kn’p). (2.3) 
I=0 
In order to perform the integration over the angular variables O,, +,, the Legendre polynomial is 
written as 
where 
cos 0 = cos 8 cos 0, + sin 0 sin e, cos( 9 - Go). (2.5) 
Making use of (2.4) in the right-hand side of (2.3) and of (2.2), and inserting (2.3) as well as (2.2) 
in the integrand of (2.1) the following result for I,,(k,_,, 9) is obtained: 
Making use of the orthonormality property of the spherical harmonics, the integrations over the 
angular variables can be worked out. Hence the following result yields: 
contains the remaining integration 
Keeping in mind that 
T 
Y,(Z) = \i& 4+1,2(4, 
over the radial variable k,. 
(2% 
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(2.8) is cast into the form 
$,(a, q3) = 71 
00 k, dk, 
/-- 
/ ara 0 zs + k,2 Jt+1/2 
(k,&t+,,,(knra); (2.10) 
and consequently making use of the well-known result [l] 
J OCxJ,(ax)Jv@x)& = i 
I”(bC)K,( UC), 0 < b <a, Rec>O, Rev> -1, 
w4a4 O-cacb, Re c>O, Rev> -1, 
(2.11) 
the following elegant expression for I,L~(u, rp) is deduced: 
&(a, fjj> = AL l 
I I+1,2(a~)K,+,,,(r2~), 0 <a < 78’ 
d arp I ,+,,,(raJ313;)KI+1,2(a~), 0 < ‘ic < 6 
where 6 is defined such that Re & > 0. 
Next we consider the integral 
sin ]k,_, -k,_, 1 a I,(k,-l, ‘p) 
I&-,-kn-21 s+:k,2_, . 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Inserting (2.7) into the right-hand side of (2.13) and making use of (2.2), the integrations over the 
angular variables can be worked out resulting in the following development: 
(2.14) 
Successively I,, _ ;( k,_i_ 1, ‘p) can be evaluated for i = 2, 3, . . . , n. 
Finally for I,( ro, rp) one obtains 
~Obi3~ q3>= & 3(?r + 1) 5 ;: a”(47r)“+2 
I=0 M= -I 
X Loon WZ($3, &3bhh q3NFh 4hh ro)- (2.15) 
Inserting this result into our perturbational expansion gives, after performing the summation 
over the index n, the following expression for K( Q, ro): 
x9-l 
i 
2 J/r(a, rp)+,(a, ro) 
#,(r,, rp) - a2Y; 
1+ $r2#,(a, a) ’ 
P . 
i 
(2.16) 
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3. Transformation of K( r, rO) to the form of a density matrix 
Of course the inverse Laplace transform has to be worked out in (2.16). This can be performed 
by means of the inversion formula 
Z-l{ . . . . /3} = & 
J 
‘+ioo ePSds, 
q-im 
P-1) 
where 17 is chosen sufficiently large such that all singularities of the integrandum are to the left of 
the path of integration. First of all we remark that-because of the appearance of fi, a 
line exists containing all points belonging to R 0. 
Other possible singularities come from the roots of 
1 + iy&(a, u) = 0. 
Making use of (2.10) this equation can be cast into the following form: 
1+2ya 
/ 
* kdk 
0 2s+ k2 P/+1,2 
(ak))2 = 0. 
Putting 2s = x + iy, equation (3.3) gives raise to the following system of equations in x 
I 
1 + 2ya J 
O” k(x + k2) dk 
0 (x + k2)’ +y2 
Pl+1,2 ( ak))2 = 0, 
YIW (x +k,;):+y2 (J/+l,*(ak))2 = 0, 
with xEIW+ and yE[W. 
The second equation enables us to conclude that the root of (3.3) if there is one, needs 
real one. Consequently we have to consider the equation (where now x represents the real 
S) 
1+ 2ya 
J 
O” kdk 
0 2x+ k2 (-4+1,2 
(ak))2=0, XEIR;. 
branch 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and y: 
(34 
to be a 
part of 
(3.5) 
It is immediately clear that no root exists in case y > 0. Let y < 0; then, because the integral 
appearing in (3.5) denotes a decreasing function of x, the following set of inequalities can be 
obtained: 
1 
J 
O” kdk 
21+1 a ,J 2x+ k2 (4+1,2 
(ak))2 >, 0. 
Consequently, in case y < 0 one obtains: 
1 
1+2ya21+l J 
* kdk 
<1+2ya o _2x+k2 (J/+l,z ( ak))2 -c 1. 
P-6) 
(3 -7) 
Hence, (3.5) has no root in case 1 + 2ya/(21+ 1) > 0. 
Summarizing we get the following result as far as the roots of (3.5) are concerned: (1) no root 
if y > -(21+ 1)/(2a); (2) exactly one root x = &Y’ in case y < - (21+ 1)/(2a). 
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a plane 
Fig. 1. 
Consequently for the contour integral, with contour shown in Fig. 1, one gets 
0, 
21+ 1 
# 
+,(a, $+,(a, %) 
cl + 2(7r)-‘ya2+, u) 
eBS ds = 
i 
ifya- 2a , 
21+1 
2ai (residuins=&x2), if y< -7. 
Making use of this result the inverse Laplace transform in (2.16) can be cast into the form: 
2aiZ-‘{ . . . . p} = lii(/-’ eS”{ . ..} ds+ JPrn eP”{ . ..} ds) 
--oo --c 
+ 
I 0, ify>,- 21+ 2a 1 , 
2ai G,(h’~ a, rp)#,(~ar2, a, lo) ePa*/’ 21-I 1 
2(lT-*ya2 a/az #,(z, a, 4 I r=d,* ’ 
ify<-- 2u , 
(3.9) 
where now the following notation has been introduced: 
(3.10) 
Of course also the fact that the contributions from the large circles C, and C, tend to zero in 
case p + cc as well as the fact that the contribution from the small circle C, tends to zero in case 
E -+ 0, both are taken into account. 
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The two remaining integrations in the right-hand side of (3.9) can be cast into the following 
form: 
- 2i -%, r,, ‘p 1 22 - Ga ’ 
+,(e-'"u, a, rj)#l(e-inu, a, rO) 
1+ 2(n)-1ya2$l(e-inu, a, u) 
du, 
(3.11) 
where #[(e -nip, a, r) can be defined as 
#[(eeTiu, a, r) = 2- 
i 
I,+ 1,2 (e-“‘/‘udZ) K,, 1,2 (e-“i/2r&i), 0 < u < r, 
Jar I,+,,2(e-“i~2rJ2U)K,+~,2(e~~i~2ufi), 0 < Y -c Q. 
(3.12) 
Hence, applying some well-known results for Bessel functions, namely, 
I,(z) = e -nvi/2JV(eni/2z), --7~ < arg z < &T, 
K,(z) = $rienYi/2H,(‘)(iz), 
with 
and 
H,“‘(z) =J,(z) + iY,(z) 
(3.12) can still be cast into the form 
$l(e-niu, a, r) = nifiu2 
i 
yl(aJ2u)(y,(dZi) +iI;I(dZ)), O<a<r, 
yj(~J2u)(y,(&C) + iy,(aG)), a>r. 
(3.13) 
Let the expression between brackets in the integrand of the right-hand side of (3.11) be denoted 
by H(eCn1$k2, a, r o, rp) having substituted u = $k2 then, after some elementary but rather 
lengthy calculations, one obtains 
H(e-ni:k2, a, r) = -2qi &rRkl(rp)R~l(ro), (3.14) 
where 
and 
&l(r) = CY@) - c(ku)22yy,(ku)(y,(ka)y,(kr) - y,(k&+(kr))H(r - a) (3.15) 
c=k g[(l - 2(ka)2yy,(ka)y,(ka))2 + (2(2u)2nJku)2)2]-1’2. 
Consequently K( 9, rO) is cast into the following final form: 
K(r,, Cl) = E ;: %?I(~*? +Jr,:($3~ $3) 
I=0 In= --I 
J 
00 
X e-p”2’2Rkl(r~)R~~(r~) dk + e B”“2%,(r)JC1(rO), 
0 
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where 
21+1 
ify>- 2a , 
and 
1 
c() = 
1 d 
- --K,+,,2(aa)l,+,,2(aa) 2aa da 
4. Comparison of the results with those obtained in the S&r&linger formalism 
In this last section we will show that the results obtained within the framework of Feynman’s 
path-integral formalism agree entirely with the results deduced in the Schrodinger formalism. 
The corresponding equation reads: 
-EV2$+yc9(r-a)J,=E$, y#O, a>O. 
2P 
(4.1) 
The simultaneous eigenstates of i,, i’ and the Hamiltonian P2/2p + y6(r - a) are described 
by the wave function 
&,,WL(~7 G)* (4.2) 
The radial wave function satisfies the following differential equation: 
l(l+ l) R 
r2 
E,I 
I 
+ y6b- a)RE,,= ERE,17 
which can still be cast into the form 
d2R, I 2 dR,, 
1 + rT dER,,,- 
dr2 
l(l+ ‘1 R 
r2 
E,I=O, A=p=l, 
for r # a. 
For bound s-states one has E < 0; consequently we put 
-2E=a2, where a>O. 
The differential equation then reads for r Z a, 
d2& I 2 dRE, A+-/- 
dr2 r dr 
E,I= ) 
0 
or 
-$(rRE,,(r)) - ( cx2 + ‘(lr: l))rRE,l(r) = 0. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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The general solution of (4.6) can be cast into the form 
Because R,,,(r) has to be finite at infinity one gets 
R,,,(r) = &R,+,,,(~r), 
fi 
r ) has to be continuous at r = a one also has 
R,,,(r) = C,L,+l,,(w), 
J-; 
0 <r < a. 
The wave function has also to be continuous at r = a, consequently 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Hence, 
I 
r>a, 
R,,,(r) = 
C+/,+,,z 
(4.11) 
(aa)I,+,,z(ar), 0 < r < a, 
where C denotes an arbitrary constant, which can be determined by the normalizing condition 
/ 
mr2Rg,,(r) dr = 1, 
0 
C2~K:,,/2(uo)~~rIf+l,2(ur) dr + C2~I~+,,2(aa)/mrK~+l,2(cw) dr= 1. (4.12) 
(I 
R,,,(r) has also to satisfy the radial Schriidinger equation for r = a, which includes the 
S-function. As usual each term in the equation is integrated with respect to r over an 
infinitesimal interval to give 
J 
a+< d2R E,lW dr+2 J 
a+r 1 dR, ,( r) 
dr2 
7 d; dr-2y 
J 
a+c 
S(r - a)R,,,(r) dr 
a--c a--z a--z 
- (Y2 
J 
a-kc 
n_-c R,,,(r) dr - I( I + l)f+’ RE~‘(r) 
r2 
dr=O, 
a--c 
which can be transformed as follows: 
( dR$r))r_.+o - ( dR$))rza_o - 2yRda) = 0. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
After some elementary manipulations, one gets the following equation which determines (Y: 
1+ 2yal,+,,,(aa)K,+,,,(aa) = 0. (4.15) 
Next (4.12) can still be modified. by means of the well-known result 
/x(Z,(-))’ dx = $x2( Z,f(ax) - Z,_,(ax)Z,,,(ax)), (4.16) 
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where Z, denotes an arbitrary Bessel function. Indeed, 
/ 
0 
XI2 
0 
,+1,2(4 dx = h2( 4L,2(4 - ~~-1,2((YU)~~+~,2(aU)), 
J 
cc (4.17) 
xK2 
(I 
1+1,2(4 dx = - iU’( K:+1,264 - K,-,,,(olU)K,+,/,(aU)). 
Consequently the left-hand side of (4.12) is cast into the form 
-C2fa[ K:,*,,(LuU)l,-,,,(cYU)l,+,,,(aU) - r,:,,,(~U)Kl_1,2((YU)K,+3,2(aU)] = 1. 
(4.18) 
Making use of the relations 
Z”_i(Z) = z;(z) + $JzJz), Z,+,(z) = -Z,‘(z) + :vZ”(z), 
the following equation for C is obtained: 
-C%[ K:,,,2(~u)( A+1,2(au) + &L2b4j 
x -4+1,2(4 + 74+1,2 cm 
i 
1+: 
( 4 
4/L/2 cwz K,:,,,bU) + f+-K&,2 ClU 
( ,i 
: 
CXU 
( 4 
X 
( 
I++ 
-K;+,,2(4 + 7&+1,2 ‘xU 
( 41 . 
Consequently, 
-C2fa[K,+,,2(aU)ll;l,2(LYU) -K,:,,2(cuU)l,+,,2(cuU)] 
1 d 
x a &$+1,2 bU>4+,,2(4 = 1. 
Hence, 
C2 = 
(2m.z) -‘d/da ,,t/,(aa)l,,,/,(au) * K 
Hence finally the following radial wave function is obtained: 
%I(.) = 
1 1 
--1,+1,2((yU)K,+1,2((yi), 
/(2+’ d/da K,+1,2bV,+,,2(4 v’Z 
r> U, 
1 1 
--r,+,,,(~U>K~+1,2(~y), 
/(2aa)-i d/da K,+1,2bUM+1,2bU) G 
O<r<u. 
(4.19) 
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Next we consider E > 0 and put 2E = k*; equation (4.4) then becomes 
d*R, I 2 dR,, 
A+~-+ 
dr* 
-0 
E,I- . 
The general solution of (4.20) can be cast into the form 
R,,,(r) = C,v&r) + C&k+ 
where: 
Y/(Z) = J3+,,2(47 Y,(Z) = J- 5 yI+1,2w. 
Because R,,,(r) has to be finite for r = 0 one gets 
R&,(r) = 
Cy,(kr), O<r<a, 
C,y/(kr) + C,y,(kr), r > a. 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
The wave function has also to be continuous at r = a; consequently, 
Cy,(ka) = C,v,(W + C,_+a). (4.24) 
Of course also (4.14) has to be satisfied, resulting in 
C,y,‘(ka) + C,y’(ka) - Cy,(ka) - 2yCy,(ka) = 0. (4.25) 
By means of (4.24) and (4.25) it is possible to express C, and C, in terms of C. Hence, 
R,,,(r) = Cy@) - C(2a)22yy,(ka)(y,(ka)y,(kr) - u#a)&r))H(r- a>. 
(4.26) 
Up to an arbitrary phase factor, C can be determined from 
/mr2R$l(r)Rpl(r) dr=6(k’- k). 
0 
(4.27) 
A rather lengthy but elementary calculation gives 
(4.28) 
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